Raft Rubric
4

Accuracy

Perspective

3

Information,
details in RAFT
always accurate
and properly
reflects
information,
ideas and
themes related
to the subject
RAFT maintains
clear, consistent
point of view,
tone and ideas
relevant to role
played; ideas
and information
always tied to
role and
audience

2

The information
you provide in
RAFT is
accurate but
could use more
support

You explain
how your
character would
feel about the
event(s)

1

The information
you provide in
your RAFT has
some
inaccuracies or
omissions

You show little
insight into how
your character
would feel or act
during the
event(s)

The information
you provide in
your RAFT is
incomplete
and/or
inaccurate

You do not
accurately
develop your
characters
thoughts or
reactions to the
event(s)

http://olc.spsd.sk.ca/DE/PD/instr/strats/raft/
Hinrichs/Miller/Leonard
Civ/Lit

Focus

RAFT stays on topic,
never drifts from
required form or type;
details and
information are
included that are
pertinent only to
developed purpose.

Class Time

You use class time
appropriately to
research the era and
create well-written
stories

Mechanics

A+ 20
MLA Format

Essay contains few to
no fragments, run-on
sentences; rare errors
or mechanical
mistakes; writing is
fluent

A19

A-18

B+17

You spend most of the
RAFT discussing
issues on topic, but
occasionally stray
from the focus.

You seldom need to
be reminded to get
back on task

You use library and
computer time to do
work for other classes
and or chat with
friends or lounge on
couches

Essay contains some
fragments, run-ons or
other errors;
occasional
mechanical mistakes;
writing generally
clear

B16

Incorrect Format -1

You spend some time
discussing issues off
topic

B-15

You treat research
time as an open
period you can be
seen chatting with
friends and hanging
out on the couches

Essay contains
several sentence
errors, mechanical
mistakes that may
interfere with ideas,
clarity of ideas in
writing

C+14

Most of your RAFT is
spent on issues that
do not directly deal
with the RAFT you
choose

C13

Essay is marred by
numerous errors,
mechanical mistakes

D 12

F 11 and below

